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Agriculture & Forestry

Touchless

magnetic
Our touchless sensors feature two independent
mechanical modules containing the target magnet and
the sensor electronics positioned as an on-shaft
configuration. The sensor is a truly contactless sensor
due to there is not physical connection between the
electronics (stationary element) and the target magnet
(moving element). This type of sensor provides the same
precision as one piece sensors and allows both Rotary
and Linear sensing strokes.

The variable gap sensor creates immnunity to
radial and axial play on mobile shafts where
significant misalignment results in poor
operational performance and lobour intensive
maintenance programmes.
A round or arc magnet (where 360º rotation
angle is unnecessary) is attached to rotating
parts of kit, such as boom loaders, skid steer
buckets and hich arms, and the electronics
module to the chassis (or vice versa).
Here, Piher separates the magnet from the
electronics module.
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Something that is easy to assemble – less sensitive to
the application shaft’s axial and radial plays - delivering
additional cost reduction on the production assembly.

Hand throttle control position
Steering wheel angle

Steer-by-wire
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Truly contactless
Precision and stability
Easy to assemble
Rotary and linear displacement feedback

Brake/throttle/accelerator pedal

Material handling
Mast tilt

Designed to be fitted in harsh environment applications
such as Off-highway and Marine due to the fully sealed
electronics and magnet.

Any arc magnet diameter
3 +/- 2 mm air-gap distance
Harsh environment sealing
Possibility to customise the air-gap distance

Hitch position

Steering wheel angle
Joystick control
Brake/throttle/accelerator pedal
Fork position & height
Steer-by-wire

Construction

Steering wheel angle

Touchless magnetic hall-effect
Variable air gap sensor
PS2P-ARC
Type
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Measurement range

Linear position sensor

Rotary concentric sensor

n

PS2P-CON
Rotary

Linear

Analog (ratiometric), PWM, SPI

Analog (ratiometric), PWM, SPI

Analog (ratiometric), PWM, SPI

Analog/PWM: 12 bits; Serial (SPI): 14 bits

Analog/PWM: 12 bits; Serial (SPI): 14 bits

Analog/PWM: 12 bits; Serial (SPI): 14 bits

1% absolute (0.5% upon request)

Swing and telehandler arm position
Dash board control

PS2P-LIN

Rotary

1% absolute (0.5% upon request)

Life

tio

1% absolute (0.5% upon request)

5V - 12V - 15V

5V - 12V - 15V

5V - 12V - 15V

Typ 8.5mA for single version
Typ 17mA for redundant version

Typ 8.5mA for single version
Typ 17mA for redundant version

Typ 8.5mA for single version
Typ 17mA for redundant version

+ 10V over voltage protection
-10V reverse voltage protection

+ 10V over voltage protection
-10V reverse voltage protection

+ 10V over voltage protection
-10V reverse voltage protection

Virtually unlimited

Virtually unlimited

Virtually unlimited

Yes, programmable

Yes, programmable

Yes, programmable

Custom

Up to 360º

12mm

Yes

Yes

Yes

Up to IP69

IP69

IP69

Bucket position

Marine
Throttle position

Power trim & tilt angle
IP69

IP69

Crankshaft & camshaft
position sensors.

Steer-by-wire

